From: massimo Zaffari [mailto:massimo.zaffari@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 7:17 PM
To: Mesicek & Co.
Subject: Re: INFO on Jubilea 6 MASSIMO

Hi Zdenek!
Thank you very much for the INCREDIBLE Bike you built. Thank you!!!
The trip was absolutely fantastic! I rode all the street to the Brenner Pass (900
mt climb) on the saddle and maybe I am the first in history to have made this! I
am so proud!!
I arrived in Venice via Bassano del Grappa on the 30th May; then I rode to
Padova, Verona, Trient and finished the trip yesterday the 3rd June at 22:40 in
my home in Bozen, where I met again my beautiful family!
But my greatest pleasure was the heat of the people along all the streets: they
shouted and smiled from the heart in a way that they gave me the strenght to
resist and go on!!!
You can find news about me, if you write on google: Massimo Zaffari, but the
most interesting maybe are these photos from Czech Republic to Bolzano:
http://www.giornaletrentino.it/foto/massimo-e-la-sua-pedalata-nel-passato-insella-a-un-biciclo-in-50-foto-1.1628766
Here you will find the route planned 2-3 years ago:
https://www.bikemap.net/de/r/4038062/
The only big difference is Bratislava (I dropped it out, because I listened to all the
people like you who told me not to go there).
In the end I covered 1700 Km and 7500 mt climb in 17 days, hundreds and
hundreds of photoes + thousands and thousands of smiles. 17 days of great joy
and happiness!! Everybody say you are the artist, everybody say I am the crazy.
Luckily I have never needed to adjust the screw on handle bar. I learnt to fix all
the spokes and a bike mechanic shop owner in Burghausen checked the wheel
and then he told: "The artist (he meant you Zdenk) would say it's not perfect, the
mechanic (he meant himself) say it's very OK!!!"
I told him: "Your words to me are like the Holy Bible!!!"
All the best and a great thank you by Massimo.
I WILL NEVER FORGET THIS INCREDIBLE ADVENTURE, AND THIS BEAUTIFUL
DREAM THAT I REALIZED ON YOUR AMAZING BIKE!!!!
PS: I told of you to everybody that asked information about the bike!!!!
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